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This paper examines the relation between convergence of the Robbins-Monro iterates X,.1 = 
X,-a.f(Xn)+a,~,, f(O)=0, and the laws of lexge numbers Sn--an ~ j~ ~/--'0 as n--,+~. If a~ 
is decreasing at least as rapidly as c/n, then Xn~O w.p. 1 (resp. in Lp, p~ 1) implies S ,~0 w.p. 
1 (resp. in Lp, p ~ 1) as n~ +0o. If a. is decreasing at least as slowly as c/n and lim~,+~ a~ = 0, 
then Sn~0 w.p. 1 (resp. in Lp, p~>2) implies Xn~8 w.p. 1 (resp. in Lp, p>~2) as n--,+~. Thus, 
there is equivalence in the frequently examined case an ~-c/n. Counter examples how that 
the LLN must have the form of Sn, that the rate of decrease conditions are sharp, that the weak 
LLN is neither necessary nor sufficient for the convergence in probability of X. to 0 when 
an =c/n. 
Robbins-Monro method * differential inequalities * stochastic approximation 
• Liapunov function * laws of large number~ 
0. Introduction 
The Robbins-Monro (RM) method [3], 
X,+, =Xn-anf(X,)+a,~n, f:Rm~R '', a,>~O, n =0,  1 . . . .  (0.1) 
is a recursive process for locating or estimating a zero O of an unknown function f. 
At each parameter value Xn, f(X,) is observable, albeit with random observation 
error ~:,,. In this paper we restrict the class of {a.~} to the most frequently examined 
case a, -~ c~ n, c > 0, and prove that 
~+~c,  ~j-~ n -  1 (1) The law .of large number: lira, a,, ,-,/=o ~J =0 is necessary and sufficient 
for the convergence of X,, to 0. almost surely or in Lp. p/> 2; 
P 
(2) The weak law of large numbers a,  Y-j"=-cl ~:/~ 0 is neither necessary nor 
P 
sufficient for the convergence Xn --, 0 as n--,+oo. Statement (1) shows, among other 
things, that the RM iterates can converge despite the absence of second moments 
of the ~n; that E~:,, need not even equal zero, etc. For further comment on (2), see 
the concluding notes. 
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Without loss of generality, 0 is taken equal to 0 ~ R ~. The basic method is to 
embed (0.1) in it continuous-parameter RM (differential) equation 
.~( t )  = -a ( t ) f (X( t ) )  + a(t)~(t) + a(t)~(t) (0.2) 
via linear and piecewise-constant i erpolations, where a(t)~(t), the error due to 
the embedding, tends to zero in some probabilistic sense as t--,+0o. By working with 
(0.2) we can study both discrete and continuous parameter processes at once. 
With respect to notation: ~* denotes the nonnegative real numbers, and a!l 
t-values below are in R ~. fl denotes the probability space on which X0, .~, are defined. 
1. Cond i t ions  on  a ( • ) 
If the RM iterates are to converge correctly, two conditions on a(- ) are inevitable: 
a ( t )d t= ~ a,,=+ec (1.1a) 
?'1 =t )  
and 
lim a(t)= lira a,,=0. (1.1b) 
These have more to do with the asymptotic behavior of solutions of deterministic 
differential and difference quations than with stochastic approximation per se. To 
see the role of ( l . la) ,  consider the deterministic ODE f ( t )=-a( t )y ( t )  and its 
solution y(t)= y(0) expf-f~, a(s) ds). As for (1.1b), let e >() be arbitrarily small in 
Ihe mmlinear difference equation Y,~t =y,,-ey,,ly,,[. With y ,=2/e  the solution 
y,, = ( - ' ) "2 /e  exhibits oscillation radically different from the smooth behavior of 
solutions to the corresponding equatien in continuous time 9(t) = -ey(t)Iy(t)]. The 
intuitive connection to the laws of large numbers is fairly immediate. If the deter- 
ministic part of the process, [(-), has a convergence property, with the long-run 
average of the disturbance, ( l / t )  S[, ~(s) ds, becoming small X(t)  ought to converge 
and vice-versa. Counterexamples in Section 3 show that things are more subtle than 
this. In fact, under (1.1) alone no general statement relating convergence of the 
RM process to the law~ of large numbers is possible. Further regulations on the 
rate of decrease of a (.) are required. These are easily characterized by the differen- 
tial inequalities 
t i ( t l+#~tla(t l~() ,  t>t. .  (1.2a) 
ti(t)+~,(t)a(t)~O, t>t,,. (l.2b) 
l:~r example, when tatt) = [3/t and v(t)= c~/t. ()< a </3. (1.2) implies 
alt,,I '<: alt);: a(t.)~,t) t:-=---- t,,. 
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Another possibility ~,(t) =/3a(t), v(t) = ota(t) results in 
1 1 
<~ a(  t) <~ t ->t to. 
c + /3( t -  t,,) c + t -  to)' 
The following result puts the connection between (0.2), (1.2), and the laws of large 
numbers on firm ground. The proof is omitted because the basic technique is repeated 
in Theorems (2.1) and (2.2). 
Theorem 1.1. Let b,(ds) denote the (degenerate) probability measure on R + defined 
by 
(I ) bt (ds) -b(s )exp - b(o-)do" ds, s~t.  (1.3) 
Suppose a( ')  satisfies (1.2) with ~( l )=(2 -e )a ( t ) ,  v(1)=ea(t),  O<e<l .  Let 
O: ~+--'~ be a locally Riemann inlegrable function. Then 
I/ lira a(1) O(s) ds=O 
r ~- f  cC ~ 
if and only g 
lim sup I f [  $(s)a,(ds)]=O. 
7"~+' t ' ,  t ; . '  7" 
In Section 2, a(t) will be the linear interpolation of the sequence {a,,}: a(t) =-- 
( t -  n)a,,+l + (n + 1 - t)a,,, n ~< t< n + 1. Restrictions are placed on {a,,} so that the 
linear interpolation satisfies (1.2) a.e., in particular, at all except integer t-values. 
One such condition is a,, <~ a,,+~(1 +/3a,,~ i),/3 >0, which suggests that although a,, 
is typically decreasing, it is not doing so too rapidly (viz. (1.1)). A final assumption 
is technically convenient: {a,,} is always taken to be nonincreasing. 
2. Almost sure and Lp convergence 
We prove first that the strong (rt~p. I.,) law of large numbers is necessary for 
a.s. (resp. L v) convergence of the RM process when a,, is decreasing at least as 
rapidly as c//1. Counterexample 13.3), below, shows that this claim is false when a,, 
is another valid normalization &-creasing more slowly than c//1. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that f is continuous at 0 (=(I), 
and 
/3< a,,~l a (2.1) 1 . . . . .  v l - -  0<a</3- :2 ,  /1>N 
/I a .  /1' 
sup ha,, < +,x. (2.2) 
i'l 
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Then, 
n - -  1 
lim X.(oJ)=O implies lim a,, ~] ~j(a~)=O, we~.  
Under the stronger continuity condition If(x)[ ~< L max(lxl ~, txl), L > 0, ,~ e (0, 1 ], 
/1--  1 
Lp-  iim X,, = 0 implies L~,- lira a,, ~ .Ej - O, p ~ 1. 
n -* at .:x': n--,. +oc~ j=O 
Remark .  Via (1.2), (2.1) results in a~.(N/n) 2-~ ~a,, <~aN(N/n) ~, n~ > N, for some 
sumciently small e >0. But (1.1a) and (2.2), respectively, make these inequalities 
nonbinding. Condition (2.2) is the critical one. Examples of such {a.}: a .= c/n, 
a.  = c /n  log n, a,, = c /n  log n (log log n), etc. 
Proof  of  ~eorem (2.1). Define the linear and piecewise-constant i erpolations 
X(t)=(t-n)~.,+, +(n+ 1 -t)X. ,  
.~(t)=X,,. a(t)=a,, .  ~(t)--~,, ,  
a(t) =(t -n)an+!  +(n + l-t)a,,. 
(2.3) 
n~t<n+1,  n=O, l ,  ..... 
Using (2.3), adding and subtracting - (1 / t )X( t ) ,  (0.1) becomes 
! 
X(t )= " X(t)+a(t)~.(t)-a(t).f(X(t)) 
t 
+(~( t ) -  a( t ) ) ( - f ( .X( t ) )  + ~.(t)) +1 X( t )  
t 
(2.4) 
for t # n. Partially solving (2.4), 
X(t)=r-X(~-)+ I j~ t 7 sa(s)((s) ds 
+- s(~(s)-a(s))(-f(R(s))+ ~(s)) ds 
_ l  (sa(s)f(X(s))-X(s))ds. (2.5) 
¢ 
Now suppose that lim,~.., X(t, co) = 0. we ~. The case of convergence in L o, p>~ 1, 
is treated by applying the Lp norm to both sides of (2.5) and interpreting the 
following arguments in L~, the continuity of f(.),  the inequality s ld(s) -  
a(s)[<~4a(s) which follows from (2.1), and (2.2) result in 
f' - sa ( s ) ~7( s ) d s = O, (2.6) 
We show that (2.6) implies iim,~.+, a(t) ~'~ (s) ds-0 .  i.e. the law of large numbers. 
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Consider J', sa(s)((s) ds and integrate by parts with u = sa(s), v= I~((o') do', "r t> N. 
a(t) fi ((s)ds=l f
+- (sa(s)+a(s)) ((o') do. ds. 
t 
(2.1) implies that there exists an e>O, sufficiently small, so that ]sa(s)+ 
a(s)[ ~ (1 - e)a(s) (viz. (1.2)). Consequently, 
a(t)lI i  ((s)d s <1 f l  sa(s)((s)dsl 
+-  (1 -e )a (s )  ~(o') do. ds. (2.7) 
t ~ 
Taking the supremum over t in [r, T] of both sides of (2.7) ultimately gives 
sup a(t) ~(s) ds <~-t l  , 
which, with r sufficiently large, allows 
~J - I 
lim a, Y~ sci=0 a.s. (resp. in L e, p~>l). [] 
Now we prove the sufficiency of the law of large numbers for convergence of the 
RM process when a, is decreasing at least as slowly as c~ n. Counterexample (3.3), 
below, shows that this claim is false when a, is another valid normalization decreasing 
more rapidly than c/n. Note condition (2.10), below. In one dimension, it implies 
that the graph of f(.  ) lies above and below the line y---OX for some sufficiently 
small p > 0. It also implies the existence of a Liapunov function--in fact the classical 
1 9 one W(x)= lxl---ror the ordinary differential equation t i=- f (u ) .  A defining 
property of V, 
pV(x)<~(V'(x),f(x)), p>O x~R'", (2.8) 
is specialized in (2.10). The more general definition (2.8) was used in [1], which 
has a detailed iscussion. For Lk~punov stability theory in general, see LaSalle and 
Lefschetz [2]. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose f satisfies 
]f(x)-f(y)] <~ L(max(lx- yt a, Ix -  y])), (2.9) 
olx[ 2 (x, f(x)) (2.10) 
for constants L. p>O, A~(O, 1], and all x, y~" ' .  If, for arbitrary 13>0, 
a,,~a,+l(l+13a,,÷l), n~N, (2.11) 
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and 
then 
lim,,~+:, a,, =0, (2.12) 
n- I  
lira a, Y~ ~(~)=0 implies lim X,(~o)=O (=0), 
n~+,x  /=0 n -,, +oc,, 
to c g2. The assertion remains true in Lp, p >! 2. 
Remark. Via (1.2a), (2.11) results only in 
1 
a,>~a~t+.B(n__N ), n >'N 
and, consequently, (1.1a). Thus, (2.12) must be added to obtain convergence. 
Examples of such {a,}: a, = c/n, a,, = c/~/n, a, = c/log n, etc. 
Proot o| Theorem 2.2. Using the interpolations (2.3), (0.1) becomes 
,if(t) = -a (  t ) f (X(t ) )  + a(t)((t)  + a(t ) [ f (X(t ) )  - f(,-~ (t))] 
+(a( t ) -a ( t ) ) ( - f ( ,~( t ) )+( ( t ) ) ,  t~  n. (2.13) 
Without loss of generality, let p = 1, f: I~ --, R, and ¢,, be scalar valued. Differentiating 
lXft)[ z yields, via (2.13) and (2.10), 
d IX( t)[ 2 <~ -a  (/)lX(t)[2+ a(t)X(t) ( ( t )  + a(t) ~'(t), (2.14) 
dt 
where a(t)=-2a(t) and st(t) collects all the remaining terms in (2.13). Use the 
bound l a ( t ) -  ~(t)l ~ (~/2p)a: ( t )  to factor a out in the last expression on the r.h.s. 
of (2.13). Solving (2.14) with the notation of (1.3), 
X (r) exp(-f/ f/ ¢(s)a,(ds). 
(2.15) 
For the moment suppose ¢(s)= O. and consider the inequality 
V':(r)exp(-f,'a(s)ds)+ fl Y(s ((s)a, (ds) .  (2.16) Y:(t)~ 
c2.1(~) would arise if v,e were considering the pure continuous-parameter case. 
Integration by parts on the second expression on the r.h.s, of (2.16), with u(s)= 
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or(s) Y(s) exp(-.['~ a(o") do-) and v(s)=~ ((o") do', yields 
- I f  (a(s)Y(s)+et(s)~'(s) 
(L ) +a2(s)Y(s))v(s)exp- ~(o")do" ds. (2.17) 
Now substitute l?(s) = -a(s)f(Y(s)) + a(s)((s) in (2.17), assume that A = 1 in (2.9) 
(without loss of generality), and use I,i(s)l~ (O/2p).~(s) to get 
( f )  I L I Y~'(t)<~ Y2(r)exp - ,a(s) ds +lY(t)l  a(t) ( (s )ds  
'L ) -~_ a(s)~(s ~'(o-) do" a,(ds). (2.18) 
7" 
Using the inequality ab<~ ea 2 +e-' b 2 with a=lY(t)[, b = 1,~(,) i'~ ((s) ds!, arbitrary 
e>0,  it follows from (2.18) that sup,~,lY(t,w)[2<-~-oo when w satisfies 
sup, ::. ~la(t) J'~ ~(s, ~) dsl < +oo. This can be seen by another integration by parts on 
the last integral in (2.18), with v(s)='(~'~ ((o-)do-)-'. An important assumption in 
this argument is that Y(t) does not blow up in finite time--justified when Y(t) is 
an interpolation of the RM iterates. Fix ~oeg2o, the set on which 
lim,_.t~ a(t) ~, ~(s, w) ds=0,  and let 
B(~o)= max(sup [Y (t, o~)i 2, supl Y(t, w )12). 
! - := 7" f ~=" "r 
For large T>0 and t>~ T, (2.18) implies 
(I ) I Y2(t ,~o)~B(co)exp-  a(s) ds +:const.)(o~)sup a(t) T t :, T f ' ( ( s ,  ,,,) ds  -]- (2.19~ 
We emphasize that the constant i~, (2. ! 9) depends only on w and not on 1: When 
T is sufficiently large, lim,_,.~ Y2(t, w) is arbitrarily small and, thus, zero. These 
same arguments--first proving the boundedness of X~'(t, ~o), then taking limits across 
an inequality--work when nonzero ~'(t) is reintroduced in (2.15) (notice that 
~(t) ~- O(a~(t))). The result is lim,~.~,~[X(t, oo)12 =0 when w c/2,, completing the 
proof of the a.s. case. For the L,, case, raise both sides of (2.15) to the ~p-power. 
p ~ 2, take expectations across the inequality, and proceed with the identical argu- 
ments. 7q 
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3. (Non)convergence in probability 
Counterexample 3.1. The following construction shows that {X~ } need not converge 
in probability to 0 even though {~:,,} satisfies the weak law of large numbers. Let 
= [0, 1) with the Borel sets and Borel measure. Define a family of random variables 
+oc 
{q'k}k=i on / - /by  
O2.+j_l--'-2nltj/Z.,(j+l)/2~), n=l ,2 , . . . ,  0~<j<-<--2"- 1, 
where lr:.~ , is the indicator function of the subinterval [a, b). Consider the RM 
process Y,+, = Y~-(2/n)Y~+(2/n)~* where f (x )=x~R,  0=0, and ~*-= 
n~,,, - (n - 1 ) ~, :,. Clearly, 
L p 1 ~:~ --> 0 as n-++oo. 
n/=l  
By iteration, 
Y,,~,= L ( fi (1-2)) 2 - 2 (n2$,_~b. ~ kSk). 
n Since n 2 ~- k ~ t k$~/> i!3 when n t> 3 l,  a.s., Y, cannot converge in probability to zero. 
To argue that the reverse implication need not hold, let ~,,=- 
~[(n + l ) $, + t - (n - 1 ) ~b,, ]. This implies that the $,, are themselves Robbins-Monro 
iterates, ~,., + t = ~,,, - (2 /n  + l )$,, + (2/n + l )~,, which converge in probability to zero. 
However, 
1_ 
n iW~ - k~t 
does not converge to zero in probability because, as is easily verified, {$j} does not 
satisfy the weak law of large numbers. Hence, the RM process c:in converge to 0 
in probability despite the fact that 
P 
n t= l  
as n ~ +o0. 
The critical dependence of convergence on {a,,} can be clarified further: The 
preceding counterexamples become examples of convergence in probability if only 
a,, =2/n (2 / (n+ 1)) is changed to am = 1/n (resp. 1 / (n+ 1)). 
A final demonstration shows the results are sharp. The following counterexamples 
use a deterministic equation, 
Y(t) = -a( t l  Y(t) + a(t)~(t), (3.1) 
with various choices of a( .  ) and ~(-). 
f Counterexample 3.2. In ((t.2) the naive l im,.+~(l/t)L,~.(s)ds=O is neither 
necessary nor sufficient for l ira,., ~r X(t)= 0. The law of large numbers must have 
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the form lira,_.+® a(t) S'o ¢(s) ds =0. To see this in (3.1) take, for the nonnecessity, 
a(t) = 1/t log t, ¢(t) = sin log t; for the nonsufficiency a(t) -- 1/.,/t, ¢(t) -- sin ~/t. 
Counterexam#e 3.3. In (0.2), unless attention is paid to the rate of decrease of 
| 
a(.), lim,_,+~a(t)fo¢(S)ds=O is neither ,necessary nor sufficient for 
lim,_,+oo X(t)= 0. To counter Theorem (2.1) let e>0 be arbitrarily small, a(t)= 
1/t t-xe, ~(t)= 1/t ~ in (3.1). Note that (2.2) is violated and lim,_.÷~ Y(t)=0. But 
t 
l im,.+~ a(t)~o ¢(s)ds =+o0. To counter Theorem (2.2), take a(t)= l/t log t and 
¢(t)=loglogt in (3.1). Note that dt(t)+13a2(t)<O for every /3>0 when t is 
sufficiently large, violating (2.11). Even though lim,_.+oo a( t) ~('~ ¢( s) ds = O, 
Y(t)~+oo as t~+oo. 
Notes  and acknowledgments  
The question arises as to extra conditions which would assist the weak law of 
large numbers in proving convergence in probability of the RM method, and vice 
versa. For example, if 4, , ,  - ( l /n )  z.,j=0 ~j, one could add 
1 "-J ~' 1 . - t  i, 
- X I ,it-, 0 o r  - y. I jl 2 - ,  0.  
I1 j=o //j=o 
In fact, such criteria can be successfully used, but, in view of the more revealing 
conditions of [1] and Counterexample (3.1), above, we don't pursue the details. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the kind assistance of Professor PM R6v6sz. The 
basic result proved here is actually a conjecture of his. Our many productive 
conversations led to a precise formulation. 
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